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The decanters
As well as offering a variety of glasses tailored for your favourite tipple, 
Waterford Crystal’s Elegance range includes some irresistible teardrop-
shaped decanters. With a curvy silhouette topped off with a round stopper, 
these decadent decanters are the only way to store drinks. Elegance 
decanter, €175, round decanter €125, both Waterford Crystal.

The side table
Small side tables don’t have to be bland 
and functional. Opt for a modern design 

with sleek glass top to ensure all corners 
ooze style. BoConcept’s Alba side table 
in copper is just the ticket. Alba copper 

table, €229, BoConcept.

The lamp
Renowned wallpaper makers Harlequin’s first range of 
handmade lamps are a fashionable lighting fix for any space. 
Illuminate rooms with the 60s-inspired Pop table lamp in either 
glossy white or burnt orange. Pop lamp, €269, Harlequin.

The hot list

The sofa
Designed by Sir Terence Conran for the Content by Conran collection, 
the Studio sofa is a smart and sophisticated feather-filled lounger that will 
complement any interior. Studio 3-seater sofa, €1,949, Content by Conran.

Step into 2015 in style with our pick of 
new season design must-haves
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The chair
Snap up a little piece of furniture history with 
Carl Hansen’s now legendary shell chair. 
Kitted out in slick black leather, the sturdy 
three-legged Shell Chair is already a design 
classic. Shell chair, €2,549, Carl Hansen.

The candles
Forget boring vanilla and set the 
ambience to cool with Max Benjamin’s 
new range of tea scented candles, 
housed in cute caddies. Scents include 
revitalizing Assam & Lemon, relaxing Lime 
Flower & Lavender and soothing Victorian 
Earl Grey. Tea Collection candles, €15 
each, Max Benjamin.

The mixer
Smeg’s retro kitchenware 
packs an irresistible style 
punch – without losing out 
in the technology stakes. 
The stainless steel stand 
mixer is sure to add a 
splash of 50s glamour to 
any kitchen. Stand mixer, 
€499.95, Smeg.

The light
Create a cosy candlelit atmosphere with colourful hanging 

lights from Italian design powerhouse Kartell. The cool 
cylindrical Easy light comes in a range of bright colours 

from deep purple to sleek chrome for hanging alone or in a  
kaleidoscopic cluster. Easy pendant light, €85, Kartell.


